A revolution is unfolding in microbial ecology where petabytes of 'multi-omics' data are produced using next generation sequencing and mass spectrometry platforms. This cornucopia of biological information has enormous potential to reveal the hidden metabolic powers of microbial communities in natural and engineered ecosystems. However, to realize this potential, the development of new technologies and interpretative frameworks grounded in ecological design principles are needed to overcome computational and analytical bottlenecks. Here we explore the relationship between microbial ecology and information science in the era of cloud-based computation. We consider microorganisms as individual information processing units implementing a distributed metabolic algorithm and describe developments in ecoinformatics and ubiquitous computing with the potential to eliminate bottlenecks and empower knowledge creation and translation. ''We have to do better at producing tools to support the whole research cycle from data capture and data curation to data analysis and data visualization. 
Introduction
Modern information theory was born in 1948 with the publication of Claude Shannon's 'The Mathematical Theory of Communication' [2 ] . This work was written from the point of view of communication, and was concerned primarily with the process of correctly delivering a message from a receiver to a sender, and ignored the interpretation of the message. Fundamentally, information theory studies the limits of communication irrespective of the technologies or processes involved in the actual mechanism of message transmission, while information science leverages these theories to collect, organize, analyze, transfer and protect information ( Figure 1a ) [3] . Shannon described messages as consisting of a sequence of letters from a defined alphabet, such as the binary code used by computers, alphabets used by humans, or the genetic code of nucleic acids used by nature. A decade after Shannon's paper was published, Francis Crick proposed the central dogma of molecular biology, which describes the scheme of genetic information flow in biological systems [4, 5] (Figure 1a ,b). This work had some degree of similarity to Shannon's theory of communication. Indeed, Crick described his ideas in terms of defined alphabets and information. Still the basis of prevailing paradigm, the central dogma considers the flow of biological information, with DNA nucleotide sequences as an alphabet, transcribed to RNA and then translated to the amino-acid 'alphabet'.
Here, we imagine microbes as fundamental information processing units in biology, as they are the smallest life form capable of autonomously transcribing and translating the nucleotide alphabet ( Figure 1 ). Consider these information processing units, as abundant 'warehouses of entropy' implementing a distributed metabolic algorithm in a carbon-based computing cluster that works together to perform complex metabolic tasks (Figure 1c) . Today, the biological information stored in microbial communities can be accessed using 'multi-omics' methods. Indeed, at present there exists an unprecedented and expanding quantity of microbial community data in the alphabets of DNA, RNA and protein sequences, all publicly available to the researcher. If interpretable, this cornucopia of biological information has enormous potential to reveal the metabolic networks driving matter and energy transformations in natural and engineered ecosystems, with translational benefits across a wide range of sectors including human health, biorefining and earth systems engineering. We examine microbial ecology through the lens of information science with emphasis on information transfer. We highlight current challenges in the collection, analyses, dissemination and protection of environmental sequence information and propose that cloud computing will assist and accelerate knowledge generation and scientific understanding of microorganisms on a truly global scale.
Box 1

Microbial information networks Microbes as information processing units
Building on the conceptual model described above, we consider several similarities between microbial and computer networks. Both carbon-based and silicon-based networks contain variable metabolic or processing power, denizens that cheat [12] [13] [14] or fail, are predatory [15, 16] or encode malicious processes, and both suffer from viral infection and reprogramming [17] . At present, a computer typically runs several dozens of programs, called processes, simultaneously, and when networked together, computers exchange messages which influence the computations carried out. Similarly, beyond the confines of laboratory environments microbes do not live in isolation, instead interacting with one another at the population and community levels to ultimately drive distributed matter and energy transformation processes (Figure 1c ) [18] [19] [20] . For example, the breakdown of polysaccharides in human intestines is completed by several bacterial by multiple bacterial groups wherein the metabolic byproducts of one group serve as the primary carbon source for another group unable to degrade the original molecule [21] . Similar patterns have emerged in a biorefining context where expression of lignin transformation genes and gene cassettes encoded in different host genomes can synergize in combination to produce different monoaromatic breakdown profiles [22] . Beyond catabolic processes, microbehost interactions require signaling processes to direct biofilm formation or differentiate host tissue structures. For example, plants actively interact with microorganisms colonizing root structures and the microbiome in turn produces signaling molecules that help shape community metabolism [23 ] . Given this increasing awareness that microbial communities can work as distributed systems giving rise to ecosystem functions and services, there is growing interest in determining the role of interactions and information exchange in the structure and function of microbial communities [24] [25] [26] . While we recognize that within microbial networks the physico-chemical environment both influences and is influenced by community metabolism, the parallels between distributing work among microorganisms or processing units provides a powerful metaphor to guide the peer efforts of microbial ecologists and computer scientists in developing unifying theories and integrative software tools rooted in information theory.
Formal specification of microbial networks
Computer scientists use abstract mathematical models, such as Input Output Automata [27] , to model distributed systems and computational networks to understand and analyze systems of interacting computers. Despite the complexity of biological systems, ecologists have also used network models successfully to describe different modes of species interactions and trophic structures [18, 28 ] . Over the past 5 years there has been marked increase in the use of network models to analyze microbial communities [28 ,29-32] . Microbial network models have been used to identify keystone species that could serve as indicators for ecosystem functions [30, 31] , to predict protein-protein interactions that alter fundamental cellular mechanisms [33] and to determine ecological organizing principles driving spatial distribution of microbial populations within a community [32] . Despite these recent attempts to exploit the statistical properties of microbial networks, it remains difficult to validate cooccurrence patterns found in these models [28 ] . Further, to date there has been limited consensus on the techniques used to build microbial networks (e.g. Spearman's correlation [29, 31] , Spearman's correlation and Kullback-Leibler dissimilarity measure [28 ] , Pearson's correlation [32, 30] , and ordination based co-correspondence analysis [16] ) making it difficult to accurately compare network properties and build on previous work. Given these discontinuities a more formal effort to develop network standards to compare data sets within and between environments, validate hypotheses, and ultimately predict and engineer system states based on biological information transfer is needed.
Understanding information transfer in microbial community interaction networks
To chart information transfer processes in microbial community interaction networks, it becomes necessary to reconstruct compositional, regulatory and distributed metabolic processes connecting community members using multi-omic sequence information. For example, gene-centric and pathway-centric metagenomics, metatranscriptomics and metaproteomics can be used to both identify taxonomic composition and reconstruct metabolic networks on local and ecosystem scales. This information can in turn form the basis for biogeochemical models [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Similarly, initial predictions of community DNA, mRNA or protein content [39, 40] can guide downstream molecular and process oriented experiments and hypothesis testing needed to validate model simulations. Ultimately, close integration of multi-omic data sets with biogeochemical parameter information and thermodynamic principles will enable time variable forecasts of microbial community metabolism and adaptive response to forcing events such as climate change [28 ] . This will in turn facilitate the design of microbial communities with beneficial metabolic properties [41] . For example, just as networked computers running a distributed algorithm can complete tasks through collaboration, recent work has highlighted that the energetic burden of producing costly metabolites can be decreased through cooperation and cross-feeding [42, 43 ]. However, when microbial dynamics were modeled using game theory and model parameters renormalized by diffusion, a limit to cooperative benefit was identified [44 ] . Interestingly, there is evidence that some microbes have evolved biological mechanisms by which to regulate the diffusion of 'public-goods' to better target interacting partners [45] . Similarly, a network of computers using distributed algorithms employs 'rumor spreading' or 'gossiping' algorithms to disseminate useful information and ensure information is effectively delivered to the target computing units. Within microbial communities these complex, but not fully understood interactions (both mutalistic and parasitic) may serve to achieve larger goals, such as enhancing a community objective function for growth and resilience [42] or delivering ecosystem services [18] [19] [20] . Comparably, large scale distributed computing
Box 1 A Brief History of Information Science and Molecular Ecology
In his original work, Shannon introduced two fundamental concepts in information theory, the source coding theorem and the channel coding theorem [2 ] . The source coding theorem deals with entropy as a fundamental unit of information and describes and quantifies the minimum rate by which a code can carry information without distorting it due to errors. The channel coding theorem deals with the capacity of a channel, which is the maximum rate at which information can be transmitted through a noisy channel that introduces errors. In 1958, the central dogma of molecular biology was proposed and used similar concepts to describe information transmission in biological systems. In order to build on Crick's work and access the information stored in life's complexity pyramid (DNA, RNA, protein and metabolites) [7] , it became necessary to study the biological alphabet with increasing granularity. By 1977 Sanger sequencing allowed sequencing of DNA fragments [8] . Over the next decade, Carl Woese and Norman Pace used small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA) genes to reveal the 'uncultured majority' of microorganisms and launched microbial ecology into the molecular era [9, 10] . The advent of next-generation sequencing platforms at the end of the 20th century has resulted in an explosion of environmental sequencing projects and the generation of rich data sets in need of unification from both quantitative and comparative perspectives [11] .
systems employ complex, decentralized algorithms that effectively complete tasks while tolerating unpredictable and adversarial behavior, such as stochastic computer or network failures. On the basis of these observations, we suggest that ubiquitous computing frameworks comprised of networked processing units driven by an active user community are necessary to reconstruct and simulate microbial community interaction networks.
A future in the clouds
Information science aims to collect, analyze, disseminate and protect information. In the context of microbial ecology this requires large-scale initiatives to collect samples and biological information from natural and engineered ecosystems, analyze the collected information in a principled and reproducible manner, disseminate resulting data products and knowledge, and protect this information by making it easily available to the broader scientific community (Figure 1a) . Here we discuss current efforts in academic and commercial settings to build ubiquitous computing frameworks, for example, cloudbased computing to study microbial community interaction networks.
Collecting microbial information
The increased throughput and decreased cost of next generation sequencing technologies has led to the production of vast and varied environmental data sets and large scale initiatives to make this information accessible [46] [47] [48] . Indeed, there has been a recent development for both publicly available information storage resources (e.g. the TARA ocean's project [46] , the Earth Microbiome project [47] , the Human Microbiome Project [48] ), the National Center for Biotechnology Information [49] , and the Joint Genome Institute's Genome Portal [50] ). With the current average global transfer rate of 7.6 Mbps [51] even downloading such datasets could soon become a bottleneck (2.7 days). Finally, as data volumes expand, the capacity of individual hard-drives may soon be exceeded, necessitating the use of cloud computing and distributed file systems.
Enter the 'microbial' matrix
Integrating multiple sources of information including sequence reads, mass spectra and environmental parameters and processing this information using a cloud-based system can alleviate many operational and interpretive challenges faced by microbial ecologists (Figure 2) . By drawing on ideas and advances from computer and information science, coders can rise to the challenges presented by the 'multi-omics' era, and design tools that scale with increasing data size, integrate software tools and frameworks more seamlessly, and empower meaningful biological insights through interactive visualization and analysis (Figure 2 ). For example, master-worker models can be used to process metagenomic data sets on high-performance computers in a fault tolerant manner [52] , and efficient threading models can improve existing algorithms to greatly increase the speed at which data is processed [53] . Indeed, modern and centralized high performance computing (HPC) resources hold the key to overcoming persistent computational and analytic bottlenecks in the cloud.
Cloud computing gives any researcher with an Internet connection access to HPC resources obviating capital hardware investment and IT administration costs [54] (Figure 2 ). Consider that some of the most scalable tools, designed for parallel processing of next generation sequencing data, require upwards of 70-100 GB of computer memory (RAM) per machine to run efficiently [55 ,56 ] . Purchasing and maintaining these resources can place a costly hardware and administrative burden on individual researchers. Further, cloud computing reduces energy waste as the so called computational heavy lifting is done externally, requiring only inexpensive laptop and mobile devices to initiate data processing and collect results. Indeed, in many institutional settings, desktop computers utilize up to 75% of total energy consumed [57] . Finally, cloud computing can directly address reproducibility problems. Among the 'ten commandments of reproducible science', cloud-computing allows researchers to document how every result was produced, avoid manual data manipulation, archive programs, store raw data and provide public access to developed code and data products [58] . The increased throughput and decreased cost of next generation sequencing technologies enables routine generation of vast and varied environmental data sets. This trend compounded by individual processing limitations and overhead costs suggests that within 3-5 years the need for cloud computing resources will overtake conventional modes of analysis on desktop machines or local servers. Adoption of cloud-based computing is as inevitable as it is logical, as processed data can be easily pulled from the cloud and interpreted and shared on local machines, leaving the storage of raw data sets in the cloud infrastructure.
Current cloud-based services for data analysis and information storage
The popularity of cloud-based computing frameworks in business analytics, web applications and finance is rapidly driving down the cost of cloud services. However, the usage of these resources in analyzing large volume data sets in genomics is still in early stages of development [59 ] . Recently, Illumina announced a centralized cloudbased service for the storage and analyses of sequence information entitled BaseSpace [60] creating an analysis ecosystem attractive to different user levels. Founded on the 'internet-of-things-' model (which describes a network of electronic devices, vehicles, and even buildings equipped with modern technologies to exchange information), Illumina's sequencers now connect directly to BaseSpace, automating the uploading of sequence data output and eliminating the need for local downloads. Once on BaseSpace, sequences can be analyzed through Apps that scale Amazon Web Services (AWS) nodes to analyze data on demand. Results are then provided to the user via web-based reports. This technology makes use of other modern software advances such as Docker [61] a lightweight open source container platform that allows applications to be disseminated along with their dependencies permitting any application to be run anywhere. Similarly, Google has launched the Google Genomics could based platform, which uses distributed systems like Bigtable and Spanner to achieve a scalable and robust system with which to analyze and store petabytes of sequence data uploaded by users [62] .
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) also recently launched Nephele, a cloud-computing pilot project designed to improve the efficiency and collaboration in microbiome data analysis. Nephele can be accessed online and includes several data storage repositories and pipelines for analysis of tag sequence data, for example, small subunit ribosomal gene sequences that leverage AWS. In addition to BaseSpace, Google Genomics, and Nephele, the National Foundation for Science founded a long-term cyberinfrastructure initiative entitled EarthCube whose goal is to democratize the collection, access, analyses, sharing and visualization of all forms of data and resources for geosciences in order to empower whole-earth analysis and simulation. Recognizing a need for community HPC resources, in 2013, the initiative began funding projects aimed at researching community needs and how to best design computing architecture, expanding existing conventions for metadata to promote consistent documentation, and developing Cloud-Hosted Real-time Data Services for the Geosciences (CHORDS) to manage, navigate, (p) Environmental and health professionals can gather, monitor and study the data from the monitoring sites located in far away or inaccessible places. The processed data is sent to end users via internet connections on the World Wide Web. (l) Desktops and (m) mobile devices can be used by end users to explore data interactively, while triggering on demand processing in the cloud and gathering (k) interpretable data, such as matrices, interactive graphics and summary statistics, to more local settings driving (o) idea generation and (n) knowledge translation.
store, and distribute data and information via the internet [63] . Furthermore, EarthCube also initiated the EarthCube Oceanography and Geobiology Environmental Omics (ECOGEO) project which takes a multi-disciplinary approach to applying omics' technologies and bioinformatic techniques to ecological questions related to the intersection of biological, geological, and chemical processes. ECO-GEO effectively integrates state-of-the-art computing platforms with microbial information and environmental data from geoscientists and oceanographers to create a community-based framework and cloud-based cyberinfrastructure for modeling and understanding Earth's systems. Indeed, such cloud-based services look to be promising models for large-scale high-throughput data processing that is reproducible between users and institutions.
Conclusion
Advances in high-throughput sequencing, computer science and distributed processing are enabling humans to perceive, reconstruct and interact with the microcosmos, a microbial matrix that defines metabolic interaction networks driving matter and energy transformations in the world around us (Figure 2 ). Centralized data and computing resource access points -ironically composed of thousand of distributed hardware components linked via communication channels described in Shannon's original theory of information -provide a scalable, resilient and ubiquitous system in which to access and monitor this matrix, enabling deeper insight into the ecological design principles shaping Earth systems and transforming our capacity to construct microbial solutions to vexing human problems in the years to come.
